
CLIENT : Katalyst

PROJECT : Multi -solution value propositions

OBJECTIVE : Develop value propositions for an IT firm’s 7 primary 
technologies and services targeting small  enterprise

SUMMARY : Katalyst required fresh perspective during a website 

revamp, which also involved reshaping the value props 

of its key offers to better capture their competit ive 

advantages and appeal to engineers and executives al ike
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ORIGINAL VALUE PROPOSITIONS

Approach to Value Prop Development

Market research  | Stakeholder interviews  | Case study audit

Sales/marketing material review  | Competitor due diligence

Infrastructure

Original:

We know that the network is now seen as a utility in any business.  That’s why 
we address our customers’ infrastructure with one thematic goal: simplicity.  

Automation, assurance, and visibility aren’t just talked about at Katalyst, they’re 
securely implemented.  If you are ready to gain independence from complexity, 

you’ve come to the right place.

Managed Services

Original:

Your technology keeps your business running – until it breaks.  Katalyst can 

monitor and support your technology 24x7x365 to stay ahead of issues and 

resolve them before they interrupt your business.  Our engineers can become 

an extension of your technology team helping to resolve issues and monitor 

your critical infrastructure and applications.

Cloud

Original:

With hundreds of transformations under our belt, Katalyst takes an application-

first approach to any public or private cloud initiative.  We help our customers 

determine the best cloud platform adoption strategy while providing support 

for legacy apps and workloads along the way.  Our methodology ensures that 

your journey will end at the intersection of agility and economy, securely.

Security

Original:

Hope is not a strategy.  The threat landscape is sophisticated.  The traditional 

approach is no longer adequate.  Our universe revolves around maturing our 

customers’ cybersecurity program.  We work with our customers to educate, 
implement, and build an offensive approach to take on today’s evolving threats.  
Don’t wait.
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